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Overview
Among our company’s many areas of expertise,
Secur (Pty) Ltd.
Secur provides Cyber Security and digital forensic
services and technical consulting to organisations
in southern Africa. Our service offerings
are designed to strengthen an organisation
security and compliance posture in cyber space.
Not only do we offer services, but also distribute
and resell best of breed security solutions.
Our vendors include:
• Becrypt • Checkpoint • Flir • Rapid7
• Acunetix • Barracuda • Palo Alto •Airwatch
• Cellopoint • Gemalto • Cellebrite • FireEye
• Gold Lock • Immunity • SecurEnvoy
• Magnet Forensics • Elcomsoft • Passmark
• Symantec • Panoscan and more.
Our EC Council certified Ethical hackers and
forensic examiners can provide
the following services:
• Forensic examinations of digital devices
(toinclude computers, cell phones, flash drives,
etc.)
• Digital evidence consultation and support
• Data analysis and reporting
• Expert witness testimony
• Network Scurity Auditing
• Penetration Testing
• Web Application Penetration Testing
• Cyber Security Support (SLA)
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Secur employs digital forensic software
engineers, ethical hackers, website architects,
and outreach team leads.
Secur operatives are widely considered
the “gold standard” within the information
security industry, due to their unique
experience with information security standards
and protocol. Secur’s specific technical
capabilities include the following:
• File Extraction and Recovery
• Analysis of System and Network Intrusions
• Firewall Compromises
• File Transfer Examinations
• Peer-to-Peer Program Profiling
• Intrusions Event Correlation
• Malicious Code Analysis
• Password Cracking
• Damage Assessments
• Data Theft
Secur employs a diverse team of experts in the
digital arena who provide customized solutions
to acquire, analyze, optimize, and secure data,
infrastructure and networks. Secur maintains
an in-depth understanding of the constantly
evolving world of information security and we
provide our clients with a unique competitive
advantage in the courtroom.
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Services

Computer Forensics Services

Computer Forensics is the combination of
technology and ingenuity in interpreting data
and Meta data to reconstruct files and events.
Electronic evidence is rapidly becoming a key
component in civil and criminal litigation in
describing actions or accounts of actions that led
to an event. Quite often the offender has deleted or
overwritten data which is incriminating.
Secur’s preformed numerous recovery operations
to retrieve hidden emails, files, and logs that have
been used as key evidence in supporting both
claims and defenses.
This process often involves investigating computer
systems to determine whether there has been use
for illegal or unauthorized activities. Recovered
data is used as supportive evidence in various
types of litigation including but not limited to;
Intellectual Property Disputes, Labor Law Disputes,
Sexual Harassment and Illicit Use of Company
Property for Personal Gain.
Secur adheres to the Rules of Civil Procedure for
Electronic Discovery.
Evidence obtained may be used in various
manners including but not limited to:

Search and Seizure Services
• Consultation on search and seizure procedures
• Consultation on search warrant preparation
• Assistance on site with search and seizure of
computers
• Preservation and Analysis Services
• Exact image copies of hard drives, floppy
disks and other magnetic or optical media,
using court-proven hardware and software
• Password cracking
• Keyword searches
• Document and financial data extraction
• Analysis of Internet usage and searches
• Analysis of electronic mail
• Recovery of accidentally or intentionally deleted
data
• Determination of event timelines, when possible
(e.g. date of document deletion, e-mail, etc.)
• Presentation Services

• Demonstrate evidence of spoliation
• Mitigate allegations of spoliation
• Assist in drafting protocol for electronic discovery
• Demonstrate transfer or dissemination of
proprietary data
• Reconstruct Files and/or Emails
• Demonstrate Internet history
• Construct a time line of events
• Open password protected files
• Computer Forensics Expert Witness
• Neutral Computer Forensics Expert
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Data Recovery
Secur provides South Africa with affordable data
recovery solutions. Whether you are in Cape Town,
bloemefontein, East London, Durban
or Johannesburg. Secur will provide you with expert advice when it comes to recovering your data.
Our clients are not just happy with the service that
they receive, but also save money on their data
recovery solutions. In times of losing valuable data
recovering your data is the most important concern
and with professional data recovery services from
Secur you can’t go wrong.

Penetration Testing

Secur evaluates the security of a computer system

All identified security issues are then presented to

or network by simulating an attack from a malicious

the management, application and systems teams

source (hacker).The process involves an active

along with recommendations for their remediation.

analysis of the system from the position of a potential

Any security issues that are found are confidentially

attacker for any potential vulnerability that could

presented to the system owner, together with an

result from improper system configuration, outdated

assessment of their impact, and with a detailed

hardware or software flaws, or operational weaknesses

proposal for a quick resolution of the discovered

in process or technical countermeasures.

breach.

This analysis is carried out both for insider
(disgruntled employee or contractor) and external
attacker and involves active exploitation of security
vulnerabilities.
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Incident Response

Experienced
Teams
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Secur incident response teams are made up of industry-leading experts with 12 years of experience
in incident response of all sizes. Our team will help
you with all aspects of the response through to incident remediation and clean-up. Customers benefit from a single point of contact who is ultimately
responsible for coordinating, communicating, and
reporting on all aspects of incident response activities. Incident management includes all aspects
of threat detection, documenting findings and
collaborating to devise appropriate remediation
activities.
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Rapid and
Complete Response

Secur built a team of experienced incident responders who previously conducted over 500
incident responses per year and have experience
in responding to compromises of all sizes and severity. The teams complement their backgrounds in
threat and network forensics and malware analysis
with Secur-specific technology for rapid analysis
and incident scoping.

Flexible
Retainer
Agreements

Incident response retainers offer customers the
ability to engage skilled personnel rapidly in the
event of a compromise. Customers who have engaged Secur for incident response will be contacted within 1 hour by a skilled engagement manager
to plan an approach. Secur will begin remote technical work in investigating the compromise within
24 hours, and onsite investigations within 48 hours.
Secur goes beyond traditional retainers by offering
customers the ability to convert a portion of their
pre-purchased hours to evaluate the customer’s
business, existing capabilities, and classification of
relevant assets, users, and data.
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Incident Response
SCADA (Process Control Networks) based systems
have moved from proprietary closed networks
to open source solutions and TCP/IP enabled
networks steadily over recent years. This has made
them vulnerable to the same security vulnerabilities
that face our traditional computer networks.
This has led to some highly publicised successful
intrusions has resulted in malicious attackers
obtaining administrative access to core systems.
As traditional security testing targets corporate
networks, systems, and software which reside to
provide services to corporate networks and users.
SCADA systems have been relatively excluded
from security testing due to above mentioned
historic reasons for exclusion.
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Secur’s SCADA Penetration Testing follows
documented security testing methodologies which
can include:
• Port Scanning
• System Fingerprinting
• Services Probing
• Exploit Research
• Manual Vulnerability Testing and Verification
• Manual Configuration Weakness Testing and
Verification
• Administrator Privileges Escalation Testing
• Password Strength Testing
• Network Equipment Security Controls Testing
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Security Consulting
Secur provides different levels of security consulting.
This agreement is perfect for those with smaller IT budgets or larger corporates that would like to maintain
the work that was done as part of a larger vulnerability assessment or penetration test.

A company can utilise consulting hours or days
as required, in terms of our service portfolio
offerings. This option is done on a month-to-basis
and can include the following services as per
clients’ individual needs:
• Informing companies of new security trends
• Information and new products available
• Participation in new infrastructure roll-out
meetings
• Serving as advisory board for the company on
security concerns and issues
• Vulnerability assessments or security
assessments on demand that would take up
consulting hours or days
• Identify and help mitigate risks on an ongoing
basis
• Regular meetings to discuss progress and
concerns
This service cost ranges from month to month
and usually includes a few days consulting time
monthly on an agreed SLA.
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Managed Vulnerability Services
Secur helps secure your network and information
proactively by identifying vulnerabilities before
hackers can take advantage of them.
Managed Vulnerability Services assists meeting
audit and regulatory requirements while creating
trust and confidence with your online solutions.
Our approach is designed to identify thousands of
known security vulnerabilities, assess the risks and
provide remediation recommendations.
Regular Schedule & Updates – Regular vulnerability
scanning is critical in securing an organisation’s
network. Even if your current software is up
to date, the rapid pace of upgrades creates
new vulnerabilities in systems daily. Managed
Vulnerability Service provides protection against
the latest threats with updates every 12 hours to the
scanning solution.
External and Internal Scanning – Scanning the
perimeter for vulnerabilities is essential however it
does not offer enough protection against current
threads. In order to have a comprehensive
understanding of the security environment, it is
necessary to consider the internal vulnerabilities
scanning critical systems within your network.
Detailed Recommendations – MVS provides the
risk level of the discovered vulnerabilities and
provides step-by-step actions to fix or mitigate each
vulnerability. With access to Secur Portal you are
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able to access the best advice to assist you in the
remediation phase.
Features at a glance;
• Proactive identification of Network & Web
Application Security vulnerabilities
• Automated scanning
• Latest vulnerabilities are updated every 12 hours
• Powerful internal and external network scans
• Easy access to downloadable reports in just one
location
• Customisable scanning parameters
• Unlimited scans per host are allowed
• Prioritised remediation guidance
• Assists with security regulatory
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Business Intelligence

Businesses all over the world, like intelligence
agency’s rely on intelligence to understand the
current market climate, and to help make better
future decisions. All systems deployed within
a business environment collect information,
this information can be up to petabytes in size,
essentially impossible to manually.In partnership
with UK BI System vendor “Tableau”, SECUR
presents the tableau BI platform.

Connect to all your data

Whether it’s in a spreadsheet, a SQL database,
Hadoop, or the cloud, you can connect to any
data, anywhere. Access big data with a click.
Combine disparate data sources without writing
code. Discover what all your data has to say.

Get insight fast
Tableau is 10-100x faster than existing solutions.
It’s designed to support the way people think. Drag
and drop on the canvas. Leverage your natural
ability to spot visual patterns quickly. Experience
an analytics solution built for speed and ease of
use.
With a BI system like Tableau, an organisation
can get the upper hand, through proper analysis
of business data, the floor operator captures
information, that can be analysed by a BI analyst to
derive optimised business insights.

Tableau features :

• Cloud or On-Premise deployment.
• 10 -100x faster than other Business Intelligence
Systems.

Explore and discover

How many opportunities are hiding in your data?
Tableau Desktop is a product that everyone can
use to ask new questions, spot trends, identify
opportunities, and make data-guided decisions
with confidence.

Answer deeper questions

Real analytics demands more than a pretty
dashboard. Build new calculations from existing
data, drag in reference lines and forecasts, and
access statistical summaries. Experiment with
trend analyses, regressions and correlations.

Intelligence Anywhere

Tableau can be access across devices, and from
anywhere “BI on tap”
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Secur offers the following BI
services :
• System Design.
• System deployment.
• BI system management & Support.
• Training & Skills transfer.

Corporate Due Diligence

Secur’s Corporate Due Diligence Services can
assist corporate compliance and general counsel
efforts by providing timely business decision
information for mergers and acquisitions throughout
the world.

Delivering Information And
Detailed Analysis

Secur’s due diligence investigation methods are
discreet and confidential while reporting the details
that matter. Our reports are never journalistic in
style and include an executive summary for a
quick review. Enhanced due diligence efforts may
be scaled to cover specific client concerns or
compliance requirements

While some commercial due diligence companies
merely compile public data, Secur goes further by
providing analysis of that information which can
serve as an accurate, timely, and actionable risk
management tool. We provide industry-wide due
diligence services and solutions that are tailored to
client-specific requirements.Our targeted areas of
interest include:
• Mergers & Acquisitions
• International Joint Ventures
• Subsidiaries/Agents/Brokers
• Clients
• Charitable Donations
• Ownership Interests
• Identify Red Flags
• State Owned Companies
• Board of Directors
• Credit Standing
• Sanctions & Debarred Parties
• Politically Exposed Persons (PEP)
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Providing Global Due
Diligence Investigations

Secur’s vast network and global footprint allows
us to provide clients additional investigative
capabilities. Due diligence of foreign entities may
require a further understanding of local laws,
languages or customs especially when records are
not readily available electronically. Our team has
the expertise to assist you on a global basis.
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Polygraph Services

It is our belief that there is definitely place for
polygraph testing during an investigation. These
are often situations where our investigators need
to separate those suspected of being involved
from those who are not. Secur will only make
use of polygraph testing where consent is given.
The polygraph test itself is performed only by an
examiner who is certified and trained in the field of
polygraph examinations.
Our polygraph services and polygraph testing is
used as a ‘tool’ or ‘guide’ during an investigation,
thus, assisting the investigator to steer his
investigation in the right direction.
Secur’s polygraph examiners have an excellent
track record with regard to obtaining confessions
or admissions either prior or during testing. Their
keen understanding of the human mind and
psyche often enables them to get the truth simply
through tactical questioning techniques.

Our investigators advise that the following five (5)
steps are applied to ensure success in the labour
courts or CCMA regarding the polygraph results:
1. Only use an expert certified by SAPPA or PASA.
2. Ensure the subject is physically and mentally fit.
3. Obtain employee’s consent, in writing, prior to
polygraph testing.
4. Ensure subject gets a full process explanation.
5. Expert (polygrapher) must testify to his/her
findings.
Important:
Initially decisions in the industrial court cautioned
against relying on polygraph tests as evidence,
however, currently, the general trend in the CCMA
is to actually allow polygraph evidence on the
following basis:
• Polygrapher is an expert witness.
• Commissioner cannot interpret polygraph test as
implying guilt, but may regard it as an important
factor backing up further evidence.

The Polygraph Process:
Definition of polygraph

The polygraph is an instrument that measures
changes in a person’s body associated with stress
or deception. These changes are heart rate,
breathing, blood pressure and the galvanic nerve
response of the skin (emotional sweating).
The polygraph test process allows a trained
polygrapher to pick up on these changes and
responses. These physical changes occur when
a person is lying. The polygrapher will use a
combination of test questions (meaningless) and
relevant questions to measure these changes.
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Mobility Management

SOTI is the world’s most trusted provider of
Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solutions,
with over 15,000 enterprise customers and millions
of devices managed worldwide. Our award-winning
solution, SOTI MobiControl, allows organizations
to empower enterprise mobility through support
for corporate-liable and Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD) policies.

BYOD Ready

The advent of Bring Your Own Device programs
into the corporate sector is gaining momentum
because of the astonishing results that BYOD
brings to personal productivity and business
performance. Small, medium and large scale
enterprises are benefitting from BYOD adoption
no matter what vertical industry they are a part
of or the scale of mobile devices to be deployed.
Freedom to adopt devices of their choice and 24/7
access from anywhere allows users to optimize
their work productivity and positively impact
business results.

Enterprise Mobility
Management

With the explosive adoption (corporate liable or
employee liable) of consumer smartphones and
tablets into the enterprise, enforcing corporate
policies and best practices while supporting
diverse user requirements can be a tough
balancing act. Enterprise mobility is changing the
dynamics of the brick and mortar workplace to
an on-demand, virtual environment accessible at
anytime and from anywhere.
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Mobile Security Management
Safeguarding the enterprise from potential threats
while maintaining a highly optimized, user friendly
and secure mobility environment can be a major
challenge to effectively manage and grow your
organization. An effective MDM solution provides
real-time analytics and diagnostic reports to
generate valuable business intelligence on the
enterprise’s mobile workforce.

Mobile Content Management

SOTI’s Mobile content management solution
is a secure content library for distributing and
managing access to up-to-date corporate
resources from mobile devices. Supporting
multiple document formats, files can be pushed as
one-to-one, one-to-many or one-to-all. Some of the
options include setting priority levels, specifying
time durations for document availability, staggering
release by geo-location, enabling automatic or ondemand downloads and many more.
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Mobile Application
Management

Enterprise Mobile Application Management is
the process of developing, procuring, deploying
and managing the configuration, distribution and
access of in-house and commercially developed
mobile apps through an enterprise app virtual
marketplace or a consumer app store.

Mobile Email Management

Mobile Email Management (MEM) is a powerful and
secure e-mail access filter to configure settings in
your mobile device environment to enable, restrict
and disable flow of legitimate email traffic between
mobile devices and the corporate environment.

High Performance
Computing (HPC)

Secur HPC offers three different models of High
Perfomance Computing GPU compute nodes
to scale to your precise needs. From small
penetration testing teams to large government
organizations, Secur offers state-of-the-art GPU
compute nodes that accelerate password cracking
workloads, improve efficiency, and extend the
capabilities of your team.With a solution for every
budget and requirement, Secur HPC makes it easy
to take advantage of the latest advances in high
performance password cracking
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Zeus

Zeus is an eight-GPU monster, clawing its way
through hashes at unprecedented speeds.
Providing up to eight Nvidia GPUs, two Intel Xeon
E5-2600V3 CPUs, and up to 768 GB of registered
ECC memory, the Brutalis is the fastest, meanest,
most hardcore system money can buy. Ships with
a 3-year warranty

Blazer

Blazer is a quad-GPU system for password
cracking professionals with medium-size workloads
and large expectations. Providing up to four Nvidia
GPUs, two Intel Xeon E5-2600V3 CPUs, and up to
512 GB of registered ECC memory, the Invictus is
a solid choice for any environment. Ships with a
3-year warranty.
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Fips 140-2 Level 3 Certified
From End To End

Cylla

Cylla is a three-GPU system perfect for novice
crackers and professionals on a budget. Providing
up to three Nvidia GPUs, a single Intel Xeon E52600V3 CPU, and up to 128 GB of registered ECC
memory, the Inceptus is your gateway to the world
GPU-accelerated cracking. Ships with a 2-year
warranty.

Ironkey Encrypted Hard Drive
A True Military-Grade, Enterprise-Class
Mobile Storage Solution For Government And
Business.

The Right Solution For
Government And Enterprise
Government Agencies And Contractors, Healthcare
Organizations, Financial Services Companies And
Other Businesses Can More Easily Comply With
The Lengthening List Of Data Security Mandates
With Encrypted Ironkey Enterprise H350 External
Hard Drives. Centrally Administered On Premises
Or Via The Cloud, These High-Performance,
High-Capacity Usb 3.0 Drives Are Designed To
Meet Virturally Every Requirement For Security,
Performance And Device Management.
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Safeguard and protect data, files and directories
with a proven IronKey drive featuring 256-bit
AES XTS, the encryption standard developed by
the U.S. government to meet strict military and
intelligence requirements. Unlike most competing
drives, IronKey has earned end-to-end FIPS 140-2
Level 3 validation (certification #2359) for the entire
H350 External Hard Drive – not just its encryption
components- making it immune from attacks such
as “BadUSB” or “Equation Group,” which also
target other components of the device. End to end,
IronKey has you (and your data) covered.

High-Performance Access To
The Largest Data Sets
With IronKey Enterprise H350 external hard drives,
there’s no reason to trade performance for security.
Hardware-based encryption and USB 3.0, coupled
with up to 1TB of room for even the largest data
sets, means users won’t have to wait for their drive
to catch up to their workload. Our drives can also
be formatted to NTFS to support storage for single
files greater than 4GB.

Centralized Management
For Fast And Easy
Administration

Rely on the IronKey™ Enterprise Management
Server, the same system used to manage
IronKey™ Enterprise flash drives, Enterprise H300
hard drives and workspace devices, to administer
thousands of IronKey Enterprise H350 hard drives
and to enforce policies with a system housed
internally and under your complete control. Or
select IronKey’s secure cloud platform for fast and
simple system set up and device activation.
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500Gb Or 1Tb, We Have The
Capacity You Need
Available in capacities of 500GB or 1TB, IronKey
Enterprise H350 External Hard Drives can
accommodate all your data, documents and
applications.

Ensure Ease-Of-Use With
Multi-Language Support

An intuitive user control panel available in eight
languages helps reduce help desk calls and
streamlines the user experience for people all over
the world.

Single-Console Management
Of Ironkey Devices

With IronKey’s single centralized on-premises or
cloud-based management console, enterprise and
government IT administrators can have visibility
into their IronKey Enterprise H350 and Enterprise
H300 hard drives, IronKey Enterprise flash drives
and IronKey Workspace W700, W700SC and W500
devices for Windows To Go. Securely recover
access to user devices, force a device to be in
read-only mode, recover passwords, remotely
force password changes, and re-commission
devices that are no longer in use. Administrators
can even remotely wipe or disable lost or stolen
drives.

instead of on the hard drive, even the most
persistent hackers can’t gain access to the
encrypted content on the drive. Meanwhile, digital
firmware signing and verification, along with the
IronKey Cryptochip, prevent a hacker or malware
from taking control of the IronKey H350 Hard
Drives and launching “BadUSB” or “Equation
Group” type of attacks.

Rest Easy – It’s An Ironkey

Built with premium-quality components and
shielded in a solid, tamper-resistant aluminum
enclosure, IronKey Enterprise H350 External Hard
Drives are designed to survive years of wear
and tear. A five year warranty is included with
each device so you know you are making a good
investment.

Take Advantage Of The Full
Ironkey Family

For organizations with a range of secure storage
and workspace needs, IronKey’s broad product
line extends to cost-effective solutions that provide
high levels of security. For instance, choose the
FIPS-certified IronKey Basic H350 for situations
where centralized management isn’t necessary,
or the IronKey Enterprise H300 if centralized
management is needed, but FIPS certification isn’t.

Reset Passwords Without
Losing Data

Forgotten passwords no longer mean losing the
contents of a drive (typical for all non-managed
drives). IronKey offers the only drive enabling
password resets without erasing the data.

Defend Against Persistent
Threats

Because IronKey H350 drives store the user
password hash inside the IronKey Cryptopchip
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GSM/3G Interception
With highly integrated complex communications
Networks worldwide Security Staff, Police and
the Military need to have the latest GSM Counter
Measures equipment. Digital RF have developed
products using state of the art technology and to
provide Network Surveillance, detailed mapping
analysis of locations and routes, mobile phone
monitoring, interception and locating.

Dynamic Allocation of Receiver Resources
Constantly and automatically adjusts the allocation
of system resources to meet the present tasks at
hand and the current monitoring environment.
Emergency Data Purge with Password Protection
Allows an authorized user to completely clear
all logged data and recorded audio with a few
keystrokes.
Self Learning - Provides environment analysis
and automatic configuration of the system. This
allows rapid deployment and helps eliminate user
set-up errors.
SMS Interception - The SMS component capture
is able to acquire text messages in the language it
was sent in.

Types of Cellular Interception

Active Interception – Simulates the properties of a
base station, pretending to be the service provider.
Passive – Wide Band Interception The most
common Passive Intercept Physically large to
handle
Consumes Large amounts of Power Does not work
well with Front End Telemetry
Passive – Narrow Band Interception Sensitive
receiver boards dedicated to using direct filtration
of the spectrum More focused than Wide Band
Able to be scanned and locked on faster than Wide
Band Efficient to expand performance through
Increased Intercept Rangers

What makes our Cellular
Interception different from
other manufacturers?

Class Mark -The process used to modify mobile
network traits, freeing up the resources of a
decipher to manage more caller volume for realtime results.
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Narrow Band Receiver Platform - As an
alternative to wide band receiver and or partial
narrow band receiver intercept sensory technology
used by competing groups, ours is a truly Narrow
Band format made of proprietary and sensitive
receiver boards using direct filtration of the
spectrum. This yields a more sensitive acquisition
of communications be they voice and or voice
data.
System Expansion Capable - Unlike other
solutions, ours start with a minimum of 16 channels
and can scale up to hundreds of channels with no
efficiency loss or slowdown of system resources.
Directional Antenna Option For surgical mission
monitoring of known targets, the system allows
the user to increase sensitivity above standard
operational parameters in order to focus on
specific location driven by directional antenna
deployment.
Recording and Data Logging Option - Used to
managed increased volumes of audio surveillance
records indefinitely for evidence
collection and future review.
UMTS Interception - 3G Interception is now made
possible WITHOUT BRUTE FORCE JAMMING
thanks to a proprietary Selected – Surgical
process.
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Multiple Operators and Remote Command
Option The system can be given access to
command and control management officers
on location or remotely while they operate from
their respective offices far from the zone under
surveillance.
“FAIL SAFE” switch Option
Instantly and completely erases all software and
files relating to Cellular Interception / Monitoring,
should the system become compromised by
unauthorized users.
• CC4100 Communications Intelligence System for
Voice and Data Acquisition
• The CC4100 infrastructure is a GSM BTS – Base
Station – which allows running a set of applications:
• IMSI catcher
• Phone number catcher
• Interception
• Locator
• Selective jamming
(Cell Catcher Firewall)
• Private network
• Key Benefits
• Lightweight
• Small size
• Web based UI
• A5.1, A5.2 decryption
• Active Positioning capabilities
• Optional integration to other HSS systems
(GMLC, LIMS, Information Explorer)
• In house development enables customizations
and tailoring of the system to specific customer
requirements.

HOW DO YOU PROTECT YOURSELF AND
YOUR CONFIDENTIAL IN FORMATION?
To protect your mobile or landline communication
without radically changing how you work requires
that you secure the voice, text and data for which
you use your mobile and office phones.
What do we mean by ‘secure’?
We mean encrypting the information more
effectively while in transit.
This is where Gold Lock can help. Gold Lock is
used by security conscious government, military,
law enforcement and commercial organisations
around the World to safeguard their confidential
voice and data communications. Thousands of
subscribers use their unmodified Android and
iPhone handsets across the Gold Lock network to
communicate securely with mobile and landline
users. Each call and data file sent is secured
by the World’s most sophisticated encryption
technology keeping their sensitive information
confidential.
“Of course the DGSE partakes in industrial
espionage abroad – in order to give French
state-run corporate groups the upper hand” –
Claude Silberzahn (Former Director of DGSE)
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a ‘back door’; an undisclosed point of entry for
authorities to monitor the information being sent.
Gold Lock comes with a guarantee that no back
door exists. We think secure should mean secure.
Gold Lock is practical and easy to use on standard
mobile phones, PC and landlines, which means
it gets used as a matter of course, every day,
ensuring the greatest possible protection wherever
you are.

GOLDLOCK SECURES YOUR CONFIDENTIAL IN
FORMATION.
Gold Lock secures your confidential information
in a number of ways: To encrypt and decrypt
information in transit, sender and recipient must
each have a key. Using complex algorithms, Gold
Lock software randomly generates a pair of keys.
The sender’s key can only lock. It is public and
can be transmitted openly. The recipient’s key
(unlocks) is private and is never transmitted. As a
further precaution, Gold Lock changes the keys
every three seconds,
so even if a private key could be obtained, it would
immediately become worthless.
Gold Lock uses an incredible triple layered
encryption using different techniques in each layer.
Even the Gold Lock developers, some of the most
expert ethical hackers in the World, cannot break
into Gold Lock encryption once it is being used.
Gold Lock routes your voice call using data
networks such as 4G, 3G, GPRS, Edge etc.
This means your call is not only encrypted, it
is completely ‘Invisible’ to the cellular (voice)
networks and any equipment being used to monitor
them. Because of this there is no record of the call
on any bill so it remains untraceable even after the
event.
In many countries it is a legal requirement for
providers of encryption products to incorporate
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Bomb Jammers

The problem in dealing with RCIED weapons
is that you do not know what type of RCIED that
needs to be defeated (as in the case of cellular
based triggers, wireless data based triggers,
or RF spectrum detonators anywhere from low
Megahertz to high Gigahertz frequency bands).
You do not know the distance between
the Trigger-Man and the RCIED’s radio receiver.
Barrage Jamming: Some manufacturers use
Barrage, a jamming technique that overcomes
the problem of not knowing the operating
frequency or channel of the radio trigger used
to detonate the IED. Barrage involves emitting a
powerful wave of interference along a wide area
of the spectrum. Barage Jamming alone has
strengths and weaknesses. The jamming signal
it gives off is modulated noise that covers an
entire communication band rather than just one
communication channel.
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Spot Jamming is an effective technique, but only
when the frequency or channel of the radio trigger
is known in advance. The carrier frequency of
the jammer is distributed over a narrow area of
the spectrum, with the goal of overlapping the
suspected signal ‘over the air’ on its way to the
radio trigger. The Spot Jamming noise interferes
with the reception of the desired signal and
prevents the bomb from being detonated. This is
useful if the threat frequencies are known.

RCIED Jammers: Users & Missions

Swept CW (Continuous Wave) is a jamming
technique in which the carrier frequency is
not noise-modulated, but only swept over the
frequency ranges corresponding to the bands that
could be used by radio triggers. In this technique,
the exact frequency of the radio trigger does not
have to be known ahead of time.
The BombJammer™ line from HSS incorporates
both Barrage and Sweep Jamming technologies.
This proprietary jamming technology utilizes a fast
random swept barrage signal that yields a unique
form of “Broadband Jamming”.
This saw tooth style of jamming ‘sweeps’ the
frequency waveform and simultaneously generates
randomized dwell steps. The randomization of
these dwell steps causes the jamming signals
to go through its pass-band filter without being
attenuated, and subsequent blocking of the RF
receiver from receiving the detonation signal.
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Convoy Security: Drivers of vehicles switch them
on to protect from Roadside Bombs. Drivers switch
them off to communicate, unless they initiate a
BombJammer™ utility with sub-band ‘windows’ or
notches in the RF Jamming Spectrum to exchange
brief voice or data broadcasts
Facility Jamming: To prevent terrorist / insurgent
attack on Government controlled buildings, RF
Jammer shielding is implemented to combat
RCIED and Suicide Bomber attacks using
hand-carried Radio Triggered weapons. From
embassies, military camps – barracks, as well as
commercial locations where people are targeted
are all areas to be defended against attack by
RCIEDs
Perimeter borders: Because terrorists target
people in transit, the safety of a border crossing
is no exception. Checkpoints within or adjoining
hostile environments where the rule of law may
be challenged by bands of individuals on route to
commit attack by RCIED deploy BombJammer™
configurations. Solutions involve stationary and
mobile units.
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Competitive Intelligence

Secur delivers business critical competitive
intelligence. We provide detailed and
accurate competitor information, insights and
recommendations to our clients about their
competitors’ performance, capabilities and plans.
More than 80% of our competitor information is
unpublished and is gathered from interviews with
human sources.
Secur’s competitive intelligence research also
scopes market and customer opportunities and
assesses competitive threats. This can have major
benefits for our clients’ business results and give
them a decisive edge in today’s highly competitive
markets.
• Competitive Intelligence Expertise
Secur has specialised in competitive intelligence
services since 2014 and has completed more
than 358 competitive intelligence assignments on
various business sector.
• Global coverage
With research centres around the country and
competitor research partners worldwide, we are
experienced at gathering competitor information in
every region.
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• World class clients
We provide competitive intelligence services
to some of the most successful companies in
Southern Africa.
• Sector focus
Secur has eight sector practices and our
consultants bring extensive industry knowledge and
insight to their competitive intelligence research
projects.
Secur provides not only expert competitive
intelligence support, but also offers market and
customer intelligence and due diligence services.
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How We Are Different
• We solve challenging competitor research
problems by getting below the surface.
We are expert at researching a company’s
performance, structure, capabilities and plans.
• Secur produces actionable competitive analysis.
We explain the significance of the competitive
intelligence for our clients and we make
recommendations.
• We increase the productivity of competitive
intelligence professionals and their contribution to
the bottom-line performance of their organisations.
• Quality, Integrity, Partnership are Intelligentsia’s
watch-words.
Secur can assist your business to stand out and
win market share. Ask yourself these questions:
– Who are your real competitors?
– What differentiates them from you?
– What is their market reputation?
– What are their immediate and future plans?
– What significant investments are they making?
– What are their fee structures?
– Any important people movements?
Our competitive intelligence investigations will
assist you to compile a full detailed competitive
intelligence report.
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Solutions

Identity Management
As the adoption of technologies such as mobility and cloud become more prevalent, the traditional enterprise perimeter is dissolving. This means your employees are more mobile and partners are more involved
in day-to-day business processes. Integration is critical, provided you keep tabs on who’s using your system, how they authenticate, and what information and applications they get into. Improve your organization’s productivity and security by giving your mobile workers, devices, and connected machines secure
and easy access to assets, so work can flow.

Secur’s Identity and Access Management services
help you authenticate and manage user identities
and credentials across your organization’s physical,
mobile, and cloud-computing environments. These
services allow you to provide secure access to
enterprise resources from virtually any location or
device. Plus, you can also provide your machineto-machine (M2M) connections with a secure entry
point into your enterprise, which helps protect the
data they collect and transmit.
Delivering a full range of flexible authentication
and credentialing options that give businesses
confidence in their users’ identities. Secur’s product
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offering gives enterprises, financial institutions,
governments, and healthcare organizations a
single, coordinated view for logical and physical
access, enabling them to efficiently manage various
credentials for all of their different users, across all
types of devices.
Secur understands that each customer has different
needs, and therefore requires a different solution.
With that in mind, we offer multiple form factors and
deployment options for our solutions, to effectively
address every application.
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Email Security
Organizations of all sizes face the same daunting challenges – higher message volumes and new,
evolving email threats. While email allows for unprecedented ease and speed of business communication,
it has also been selected as a ‘weapon of choice’ by cyber criminals who use it to launch attacks
on vulnerable networks. Whether your organization is wasting time cleaning up spam, fending away
dangerous phishing attacks, blocking malware and viruses, or preventing sensitive data leakage, it’s
clear that complete email security is not just a top network security priority, it is your top business priority
too. Through strategic partnerships, BSI provides your organization access to the best email security
manufacturers in the industry.

In addition to general email security features such as protection against viruses, spam,
phishing and malware, organizations have a growing need for email archiving as well as
encryption which enables organizations to set policies to automatically encrypt authorized
data transmissions leaving the organization. For encryption, when the appliance detects an
email containing personal data or sensitive content, the message is automatically encrypted
to ensure it is securely delivered to the recipient and a log entry is routinely generated to
provide an audit trail record for compliance purposes. This fully integrated approach to email
encryption alongside DLP technology helps customers capitalize on several advantages
with a single solution; including the purchase, installation, configuration and management
of one solution, a single policy for protecting personal data and encrypting it for authorized
communications, automatic and consistent enforcement of data privacy policies, as well as an
audit trail for logging each secure communication and recording its details.
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Endpoint Security
Endpoint Security is a vital part of all IT policies and procedures; ensuring that clients are not vulnerable to
viruses and spyware, in addition to the ability to encrypt data, protect mobile data, and prevent data loss
are among the top concerns of information security professionals. BSI is partnered with industry-leaders
in order to provide your organization with an endpoint security solution that meets all of your business and
information security needs.
The number and types of virus threats increase every year, with new ones appearing at an alarming rate.
Threats to the desktop are not limited to simple viruses, but they can come from many sources like driveby installation of malware and spyware. At minimum, every computer that connects to the Internet must
have some form of anti-virus protection installed.
Unprotected vendor laptops can inject malicious programs directly into the network and malicious
employees can siphon secrets to USB thumb drives, therefore security applications must be able to
protect the desktop from both internal and external threats.

How we can
help!
SIEM Log
Management
Appliances
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Simplified log management, compliance
management and security coverage packaged
in an appliance that is easy to install and
manage. SIEM Log Management includes
logging, correlation, dashboards and
reporting, as well as ad-hoc analysis and
forensic investigation capabilities and powerful
searching, filtering and visual analysis.
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Managed
SIEM

Secur SIEM deployments with advanced threat
intelligence and analytics, aggregate and
incorporate learned information about criminals
and known threats from multiple sources,
automate detection and notification of evolving
threats, and help you improve the way you
monitor your environment - with more insight
and higher scrutiny.

Full Disk
Encryption with Smart
Tag Technology
An Agent is installed on workstations within
a business network and serves as the
delivery agent for data and compliance
policy monitoring. The agent also delivers
more robust monitoring and alerts to help
you maintain compliance on an ongoing
basis.
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With a managed SIEM deployment, Secur’s 24x7x365
Security Operations Centers help remove
the day-to-day burden of device monitoring and
management, proactively notifying you of threats
and compliance risks so you can focus on your core
business. Various service levels are available to meet
differing requirements.

Threat
Analysis

Secur Full Disk Encryption (FDE) deployments
provides strong protection for your critical data
wherever your company’s laptops go.Secur FDE
makes it easy for you to protect your laptops with
a simple management interface, best-in-class
encryption performance and painless password
recovery.

Email
Encryption
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Full Disk
Encryption with Smart
Tag Technology
Using third-party vendors can help
businesses scale more quickly, reduce
cost and staffing burdens and realize other
hidden efficiencies. Sharing sensitive data
with outside vendors also brings with it
substantial risk. Secur experts understand
these risks and help you to proactively
manage your third-party relationships, the
data you share and the security of your
relationships.
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Understand Your Risk Posture
A baseline risk assessment is a requirement
for multiple compliance systems across industries. You will gain an understanding of your
risk posture through identification of your key
assets and systems, policies, procedures and
controls across business units. How willing are
you to roll the dice with your company’s critical
assets?

Minimize Vendor Risk
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